EAR-Central, PLLC
Michael O. Webb, M.S.
5424 E. Hereford Road
Hereford, AZ 85615

(877) 508-1130
NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES
This document describes the type of information EAR-Central,
PLLC gathers about you, with whom that information may be
shared, and the safeguards we have in place to protect it. You
have the right to the confidentiality of your medical information
and the right to approve or refuse the release of specific
information except when the release is required by law. If the
practices described in this notice meet your expectations, there
is nothing you need to do. If you prefer that we not share
information, we may honor your written request in certain
circumstances described below. If you have any questions
regarding this Privacy Notice, please contact our Privacy Officer,
Michael O. Webb at The EAR-Central, PLLC.
Uses and Disclosures:
There are a number of situations where we may use or disclose
to other persons or entities your confidential medical information.
Certain uses and disclosures will require you to sign an
Acknowledgement that you received our Notice of Privacy
Practices, including treatment, payment and health care
operations. Any use or disclosure of your protected health
information required for anything other than treatment, payment
or health care operations requires you to sign an Authorization.
Certain disclosures required by law or under emergency
circumstances, may be made without your Acknowledgment or
authorization. Under any circumstances, we will use or disclose
only the minimum amount of information necessary from your
medical records to accomplish the intended purpose of
disclosure.
Use and disclosure without Patient Acknowledgement
of this Notice: We will attempt in good faith to obtain your
signed Acknowledgement that you received this Notice to use
and disclose your confidential medical information for the
following purposes:
Treatment: We will use your medical information to make
decisions about the provision, coordination or management of
your hearing health care, including diagnosing your condition
and determining the appropriate treatment for that condition. It
may also be necessary to share your medical information with
another health care provider whom we need to consult with

respect to your care. We may also disclose certain information
to a facility or other providers should you require surgery or other
hospital care. These are only examples of uses and disclosures
of medical information for treatment purposes that may or may
not be necessary in your case.
Payment: We may need to use or disclose information in your
medical record to obtain reimbursement from you or your health
insurance plan, or another insurer for our services rendered to
you. This may also include determinations of eligibility or
coverage under the appropriate health plan, pre-certification and
pre-authorization of services or review of services for purposes
of reimbursement. This information may also be used for billing,
claims management and collection purposes together with
related health care data processing through our system.
Operations: Your medical records may be used in our business
planning and development operations, including improvement in
our methods of operation, and general administrative functions.
We may also use this information in our overall compliance
planning, medical review activities, and arranging for legal and
auditing functions.
Appointment Reminders: We may use and disclose medical
information to contact you as a reminder that you have an
appointment for treatment or medical care at our facility.

Communication with Family: Health professionals, using their
best judgment, may disclose to a family member, other relative,
close personal friend or any other person you identify, health
information relevant to that person's involvement in your care or
payment related to your care.
Research: We may disclose information to researchers when
their research has been approved by an Institutional Review
Board that has reviewed the research proposal and established
protocols to ensure the privacy of your health information.
Marketing: We may contact you to provide appointment
reminders or information about treatment alternatives or other
health related benefits and services that may be of interest to
you.
Fund Raising: We may contact you as part of a fund-raising
effort.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA): We may disclose to the
FDA health information relative to adverse events with respect to
food, supplements, product and product defects or post
marketing surveillance information to enable product recalls,
repairs or replacement.

Treatment Alternatives: We may use and disclose medical
information to tell you about or recommend possible treatment
options or alternatives that may be of interest to you.

Workers Compensation: We may disclose health information
to the extent authorized by and to the extent necessary to
comply with laws relating to workers compensation or other
similar programs established by law.

Health Related Benefits and Services: We may use and
disclose medical information to tell you about health-related
benefits or services that may be of interest to you.

Public Health: As required by law, we may disclose your health
information to public health or legal authorities charged with
preventing or controlling disease, injury or disability.

Other Uses or Disclosures of Privacy Practices:
Business Associates: There are some services provided in
our organization through contacts with business associates.
Examples include hearing aid manufacturers, earmold
laboratories, repair facilities, accountants and legal advisers.
When these services are contracted, we may disclose your
health information to our business associate so that they can
perform the job we've asked them to do and bill you or your third
party payer for services rendered. So that your health
information is protected, however, we require the business
associate to appropriately safeguard your information.
Notification: We may use or disclose information to notify or
assist in notifying a family member, personal representative, or
another person responsible for your care, your location and
general condition.

Correctional Institution: Should you be an inmate of a
correctional institution, we may disclose to the institution or
agents thereof, health information necessary for your health, and
the health and safety of other individuals.
Law Enforcement: We may disclose health information for law
enforcement purposes as required by law, or in response to a
valid subpoena. Federal law makes provision for your health
information to be released to an appropriate health oversight
agency, public health authority or attorney, provided that a
workforce member or business associate believes in good faith
that we have engaged in unlawful conduct or have otherwise
violated professional or clinical standards and are potentially
endangering one or more patients, workers or the public.

CONTINUED ON THE OTHER SIDE:

Use and Disclosure without Acknowledgment or
Authorization: There are certain circumstances under which
we may use or disclose your medical information without first
obtaining your Acknowledgment or Authorization. Those
circumstances generally involve public health and oversight
activities, law enforcement activities, judicial and administrative
proceedings and in the event of death. Specifically, we are
required to report to certain agencies information concerning
certain communicable diseases, sexually transmitted diseases
and HIV/AIDS status. We are also required to report instances
of suspected or documented abuse, neglect, or domestic
violence. We are required to appropriate agencies and law
enforcement officials information that you or another person are
in immediate threat of danger to your health or safety as a result
of violent activity. We must also provide medical record
information when ordered by a court of law to do so.
Authorization for Use or Disclosure: Except as outlined
in the above sections, your medical information will not be used
or disclosed to any other person or entity without your specific
authorization, which may be revoked at any time. In particular,
except to the extent disclosure has been made to governmental
entities required by law to maintain the confidentiality of the
information, information will not be further disclosed to any other
person or entity with respect to information concerning mental
health treatment, drug and alcohol abuse, HIV/AIDS, or sexually
transmitted diseases which may be contained in your medical
records. We likewise will not disclose your medical record
information to an employer for purposes of making employment
decisions, to a liability insurer or attorney as result of injuries
sustained in an automobile accident, or to education authorities,
without your written authorization.
Individual Rights: You have certain rights with respect to
your medical record information, as follows:
1. You may request that we restrict the uses and disclosures of
your medical records information for treatment, payment and
operations, or restrictions involving your care or payment related
to that care. We are not required to agree to the restrictions;
however, if we agree, we will comply with it, except with respect
to emergencies, disclosure of the information to you, or if we are
otherwise required by law to make a full disclosure without
restriction.
2. You have the right to request receipt of confidential
communications of your medical information by alternative
means or at an alternative location. If you require such
accommodation, you will be charged a fee for the
accommodation and will be required to specify the alternative
address or method of contact and how payment will be handled.

3. You have the right to inspect, copy and request amendments
to your medical records. Access to your medical records will not
include notes contained in them, or information compiled in
anticipation of or for use in a civil, criminal or administrative
action or proceeding or for which you access is otherwise
restricted by law. We will charge a reasonable fee for providing
a copy of your medical records, or a summary of those records,
at your request, which includes the cost of copying, postage,
and/or preparation of an explanation or summary of the
information.
4. All requests for inspection, copying and/or amending
information in your medical records must be made in writing and
be addressed to the “Privacy Officer” at our address. We will
respond to your request in a timely fashion.
5. You have a limited right to receive an accounting of all
disclosures we make to other persons or entities of your medical
records information except for disclosures required for treatment,
payment and health care operations, disclosures that require an
Authorization, disclosures incidental to another permissible use
or disclosure, and otherwise as allowed by law. Your request
must state a time period that may not be longer than six years
and may not include dates before February 26, 2003. Your
request should indicate in what form you want the list (i.e., on
paper or electronically). The first list you request within a 12month period will be free. For additional lists, we may charge
you for the cost of providing the list. We will notify you of the
cost and you may choose to withdraw or modify your request at
the time before any costs are incurred. We will not charge you
for the first accounting in any 12-month period; however, we will
charge you a reasonable fee for each subsequent request for an
accounting within the same 12-month period.
6. You have the right to obtain a paper copy of this notice if the
notice was initially provided to you electronically, and take one
home with you if you wish.
7. All requests related to your rights herein must be made in
writing and addressed to “Privacy Officer” at the address noted
below.
Our Duties: We have the following duties with respect to the
maintenance, use, and disclosure of your medical records:
1. We are required by law to maintain the privacy of the
protected health information in your medical records and provide
you with this Notice of its legal duties and privacy practices with
respect to that information.
2. We are required to abide by the terms of this Notice currently
in effect.

3. We reserve the right to change the terms of this Notice at any
time, making the new provisions effective for all health
information and medical records we have and continue to
maintain. All changes in this Notice will be prominently
displayed and available at our office.
Complaints: You may file a written complaint to us or to the
Secretary of Health and Human Services if you believe your
privacy rights with respect to confidential information in your
medical records have been violated. All complaints must be in
writing and must be addressed to the Privacy Officer (in case of
the complaint to us) or to the person designated by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human services if we cannot resolve
you concerns. You will not be retaliated against for filing such a
complaint. More information is available about complaints online at the government’s website: http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/hipaa
Contact Person: All questions concerning this Notice or
requests made pursuant to it should be addressed to:
Privacy Officer, Michael O. Webb
EAR-Central, PLLC
4524 E. Hereford Road
Hereford, AZ 85615
(877) 508-1130
Effective Date: This Notice is effective April 14, 2003 and
applies to all protected health information contained in your
medical records maintained by us. You are entitled to a copy of
our Notice of Privacy Practices yearly. Please send your request
to the “Privacy Office” listed in the above address.
My signature below indicates that I have been provided with a
copy of the Notice of Privacy Practices.

Signature of Patient or Legal Representative
_______________________________________________
Date Signed
If signed by a legal representative, relationship to patient:
___________________________________________________

